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PRESIDENTS REPORT:
Greetings from Varenna on the shores of Lake
Como in northern Italy. Jenny and I have just
spent 4 days here with our daughter Michelle
exploring the middle lake area which is a delightful region but very busy over Easter. Before that
we spent 4 days in Monterosso in the Cinque
Terre region on the Mediterranean coast south of
Genoa, another beautiful area.
The wood work galleries have not been over
inspiring, mostly quite heavy olive wood articles.
The wood carver at the Villa Carlotta was an
exception making caricature face masks for a
local parade.
I know that the workshop has been busy with the
completion of the WIRES order and work proceeding on the table rebuilding for the GRC. Also
a sales day at Durras over the Easter weekend
with another to follow on next Saturday in the
Village Centre.

Work is progressing well on the GRC outdoor
table restoration project. Two of the five table
tops and seats have been finished so far, the team
comprises Malcolm McDonald, Peter Brotherton,
Bob Cripps and various club members on the day
who all help out with the timber preparation and
assembly. The timber
used is locally slabbed
Black Butt. The GRC is
finishing the timber
with an outdoor decking
oil.

Our new members, Nina de Caritat and Peter
Chris will have found the workshop a very busy
place but I am sure you have made them most
welcome.
On my return after ANZAC day I am hopeful that
we can make a start on our workshop extensions
beginning with the wood storage area adjacent to
the toilet area. Everyone who would like to assist
in this project can contact either myself or Mark
Barraclough so we can put teams together to share
the load, and remember that not everyone has to
be a roof worker or a concreter, there are many
other ways that everyone can assist.

The photos above show
the before and after. The
photo at right was the
first table top Peter and
Malcolm completed and
has been given the
thumbs up of approval.

I hope you have all enjoyed a safe and happy
Easter and look forward to returning to the workshop next week,
Cheers
Pete McDowell
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Or..bits that are happening in the Workshop
Machine Demonstrations:
The workshop machine demonstration program 2017
is under way with demonstrations happening on the
2nd & 4th Workshop Wednesday of each month.

Clear Bench Policy:
The next Committee meeting will be considering
Paul Freestone’s proposal that the guild should adopt
a clear- bench policy for the workshop whereby any
unlabelled and unauthorised material left on or under
benchtops would be removed to a holding bin and if
unclaimed would be returned to stock or disposed of
after 21 days.

If any member feels they need personal instruction on
the operation of a particular machine for their own
benefit and safety then you should approach the
club’s OH&S Officer JJ McGrath who will arrange
the appropriate training and instruction for you.
Sales Stock:
The 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of each month are still
designated for making toy projects for the club sales
days.

Paul is trying to establish areas to store work in progress, but the work benches should be kept clear.
Members are asked to use the designated storage
areas for work in progress. Any member occupying a
space under work benches will be asked to reduce
what timber they have stored leading completely to
all their stored timber being removed.

Members Please Note: Member s ar e r equir ed to
park your cars in the GRC car park and access the
workshop by foot via the timber gate on the left as
you enter the GRC. No vehicles ar e to be dr iven
and parked outside the workshop unless you are
dropping off equipment or picking up equipment,
then proceed back to the car parking area. The only
exception to this are the few members who cannot
walk the distance and need to be dropped off or park
their car at the workshop.

Personal projects and their components should be
taken home at the end of the day and not left on the
workshop benches. If a member has a project that
needs to be stored in the workshop then seek permission from a committee member and appropriate storage space will be allocated for a short period of time
provided the work is identified with the owners/
project name and contact number.

Dust Extractors:
Members are asked to periodically check the dust
extractors during normal workshop use and if nearing
FULL to inform a committee members who will organise emptying the dust extractor.

Slabbing:
New members interested in helping out with the slabbing of timber at Mogo are asked to contact Malcolm
McDonald. Slabbing is programmed to start again in
the cooler months after Easter. There are a large number of Radiata Pine and Norfolk Island Pine to slab so
it should keep us busy for a good while.

Borrowing Tools:
Club members are able to borrow hand tools to take
home and use in their own workshops to help finish
that special project. Borrowed Tools must be approved by a committee member and signed out on the
day taken and signed in upon return. Tools can only
be borrowed for a week maximum and must be returned on the next workshop Wednesday for normal
club use. They can be borrowed again if needed.

Guild Website:
Members are encouraged to check out our website
that Susanne Page has been working on over the
Christmas and New Year period. It has a whole new
look and feel about it.
www.eurobodallawoodies.org.au
Email ewg.mogo@yahoo.com

Special Interest Groups (SIG):
Members interested in joining a Special Interest
Group are encouraged to contact the club President or
Secretary. SIGs are ongoing throughout the year but
are subject to group numbers and instructor availability. The secretary is preparing an SIG listing for the
workshop notice board so members can list their intentions to either participate in a group or suggest a
new skill they would like to learn. This year French
Polishing and Veneer Techniques will be added to
the program.

Guild’s 30th Anniversary:
The Guild’s 30th anniversary, which falls on 26th
July, will be celebrated at this year’s mid year luncheon in July. Bob Kolderie is contacting past members
and a number of dignitaries to attend and would like
members that have some interesting history about the
guild to contact him with their stories.
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The Masonic Lodge
Doors are now completed. Team leader Pete
McDowell with valuable support from Eric
Simes and JJ McGrath
and various members
have been working on
the doors which have
been copied to match
the existing doors on
the main hall.

Dates for Your Diary
Wed 3rd May 2017 Committee Meeting Mogo
Sat 6th May 2017
Monthly Meeting Mogo
Workshop Days Each Mon & Wed
Mogo
Workshop Toy Days 1st & 3rd Wed
Mogo
Workshop Demonstrations 2nd & 4th Wed Mogo
Proposed Sales Days 2017:
Sat 10th & Sun 11th June 2017 Tilba Wood Show
Sat 30th September 2017 Village Centre
Mid October 2017
Historical Society
4th November 2017 Hospital Handmade Markets
Sat 25th November 2017 Village Centre

The finished pair of
doors are made from
Meranti with raised
panels and all joints
being mortise and tenon. The profiles of the
raised panels needed to
match precisely that of
the existing doors so a
great deal of measuring and laying out was needed before
starting. The photo above shows the doors as delivered,
final trimming, finishing and the hanging of the doors will
be completed by the Masonic Lodge members.

NOTE: Members seeking further information contact
Secretary Bob Kolderie 0421 981 575

April Show & Tell
Barry Fenning made the serving tray from a piece of Banksia
which he cut in half to give the Bookmatching effect. The project
started out as an experiment except that the mirrored appearance
showcased the wavy grain patterns so well that Barry continued
and finished the tray as a gift.

Last month Len Newman made a couple of hand held
gavels which are used with the sound boxes at right.
The sound boxes are made from Tassie Myrtle and
finished with Shellawax.
Len Newman with several
paper towel holders. The
spinning tops are quickly and
easily made from 12mm dowel
and wheels bought from the
Reject Shop.
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There are 15 layers of
25mm ply making the
diameter 375mm. He
wanted to enter it in
the Narooma Art Classic at Easter thinking
an egg would be an
appropriate sculpture
to exhibit at Easter.
Last year the judges
gave him 1st prize in
Sculpture for a solid
silky oak egg accessorized with stainless
steel cable. (February
Newsletter)

One of the club’s popular sales items is the box of
building blocks. The pine blocks come in all shapes
and sizes leaving the creativity and arrangement of the
blocks up to the operator.

When he read the fine
print for entries – they need to weigh less than 14kgs.
Nick’s Jurassic beauty was 23kgs.
Not to be deterred Nick bought another expensive
sheet of marine ply to turn into a hollow egg – the
photo below shows the work in progress with only 3
layers glued up.

The Durras Hand Made Markets was a resounding
success for all involved on Easter Saturday. The
club’s sales table was packed, manned and ready to go
prior to the official opening .
Nick Hopkins has been busy again turning something
out of the ordinary. He bought an expensive sheet of
marine plywood, cut it with a jigsaw, glued the pieces
together and turned a big egg on his lathe.

On this piece he used cut out oval discs from the two
different sheets of ply not realising how different one
sheet of ply can be from another sheet. This mismatch
compromised the visual impact Nick was after and
while turning, some layers of ply tore in response
even to a sharp chisel further detracting from the finished effect. Nevertheless, Nick was still determined
to exhibit rather than burn and decided that plywood
was never designed to be wood turned but he was taken by the visual repetition effect created on his lathe.
Thanks to Nick for sharing this experience with us. Ed

Tel : 4472

4629

www.cameronstimber.com.au
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MEMBERS
CORNER
PROJECT : FOLDING PICNIC TABLE – Simple as …
yeah?
Following Lesley’s very successful project of making a
folding picnic table, with the very able guidance of Eric
Simes, Lesley and I set out on a mission to make a table
‘on our own’ – too easy!

First, find the materials – too easy!
With the help of a “fellow Woodie”, who will remain
nameless, we chose a piece of beautiful Cyprus pine,
slabbed and just waiting for our attention (sorry Malcolm). Cutting in and around the various faults and knots of said slab, we finally cut the required slats, legs, braces, etc ready for running through the thicknesser and router – too easy! A couple of ‘mistakes’ were made by
“the apprentice” – yours truly, during this process, but we won’t go into too much detail here.
Of course during this process we were fluffing around the workshop and were taken pity on by the more
‘accomplished’ artisans, who were always willing to advise (especially on the table saw, which scares the … out
of me!). Finally we were ready to use the picnic table jig to mark out our drilling holes, etc and make our dowels
for pivoting the table legs. I might add how delighted we were to use our newly acquired skills of turning (thanks
John!) to enable this process.
At this point nothing could stop us. We advised the Senior Management that we would be entering the table in
the 2017 Moruya Show, and that the table would also be available for sale – at a whopping price no doubt.
From this point things took a turn for the worse. Thinking it would be a pleasant afternoon’s work, I joined Lesley at her home to assemble said table mid-morning. At 5.00 pm we were still drilling holes; screwing recalcitrant brass screws; gluing and re-gluing turned dowels, finding ourselves at the end of all this with very wobbly
legs, one which eventually broke in transit due to a very dubious knot in the timber (thanks to a previous error by
yours truly). This of course was the final straw. We reluctantly advised S.M. (Senior Management) that the table
would not be an entrant in the Moruya Show – well, not this year anyway.
We returned to the workshop, cut replacement legs, and virtually re-started the project. Oh well, as they say,
Rome wasn’t built in a day. Some weeks later, again at the workshop, we finally completed our project, much to
the delight and relief of all.
We had so many laughs amongst the disappointments – learned so much, and started to understand how the simplest of things can go so wrong.
Thanks to all who helped us through this journey of discovery. Who would have thought a simple picnic table
could tell so many tales!
Cheers, Chris B.
Post Script : Before submitting this article to our Chief Editor, I passed it by my partner in crime for her approval.
She did mention it did not portray the angst, pain and aggravation we went through in the pursuit of excellence.
However, in the interest of not deterring any future ‘newbies’ to tackle a project, I decided not to re-live the gory
details.

In the ensuing period, we also take pride in the knowledge that our precious picnic table is being offered as second prize at the forthcoming Tilba Woodwork Show – how good is that !
Thanks Chris for sending the article and photo to Members Corner, I know we all shared your journey with great enthusiasm and look
forward to the next project, maybe a chair to go with the table….Cheers Ed.
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